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ON TH THEORY AND DESIGN OF SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE 
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS·- by Richard A. Stanley 
r ,, 
Abstract 
1 
A theoretical and experimental s·t:Udy of_ a nondegen-
~rate parametric arn.plifier using a sem;iconductor varactor 
diode is Perform~d~ 
The basic. theq:ry :o'.f the semiconductor-diode parametric-
·amplifier i·s :~tr.·¢.sent·e~d. :It is shown that t·he diode and 
·141·er· togeth·e·~ c.an be. ·c·.o.nsidered equivalent to a negative 
admittance wnose: value depe .. nds on the pump power. Rela-
t·.ions for g.a.in, bandwidth, ~Pd. ,noi·s.e figure are derived, 
~nd: it is shown that the m(t$·t im.p·o.rtant single parameter 
g.overn:ing: amplifi~.r perform:anc-e··· ·i.s the dynamic quality 
r··:ae:tor of· t:he- diode. Thi·s. ·t.h·eoretical part represents 
.a c.onsol·iclation of much ·e·arliet' material which has appear:e·d..,. /, ' .. 
. .. 
'Wi·.de:1y· :s-c·-atte:red, in th·e 1·i.te·rature. 
A :qo:axial conf·iguration for a 4 gc. parame·t::ric ampli-
·t·i.er· i$ _designed and built. Methods for adjus·t:ing tJie 
te;s.,onan'c-e of the amplifier cavi tie·s and op.ti-mi-z·:ing the 
.. ' 
noise _pe.rf·:ormance by plotti·ng the input impe·dance locus 
·are -described. The- latter predicts a noise· figure of 
,.4.4: db. A gain of 4.8 db. i.·s· observed without final 
' (I .• 
,, -optimization of the signal circuit and pump ·inj·ection •. 
-Suggestions are made for further work on this amplifier,.: 
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ON THE THEORY AND DESIGN OF SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE ., 
PARAMETRIC.~AfIPLIFIERS ,.:_ by Richard.- A. Stanley 
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-~-
Abstract 
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l 
.A. theoretical and experimental study of a .nondegen-
erat~e parametric amplifier using a semiconductor varactor 
.. 
·diode is_: performed. 
'·The ·b·a·s.ic theory of the -_s:emiconductor-diode parametric · 
·amplifier is presented. It i-s shown that the diode and 
:i·dler together <!an be conside·r.ed equivalent to a negative 
ad.mi ttance- who.se value depends .on· ·t:he· ·_pu.mp, ·p.·ower. Rela-
tions· for· gain, bandwidth, and po·is:E3 ·£i:gut•:e· are derived, 
and it is shown that the most :imp_o_rt.ant single .parameter 
governing amplifier performance.· is the dynamic quality 
factor o:f the dio,de.. This the·ore:tic-al part represents 
a consolidat.ion of much ea·r:lier material which has appeare-q. .. ,,_ 
widely _f;Cattered, in ~he literature. .,.. . . '· 
A coaxial configµ.r:citi_c1t1 for a 4 gc. paramet:_ric ampli-
J 
f·ier is d-esigned and built. Methods for adjusti,ng the 
res:onance of tn.e·" ampl.-ifier cavi_.t·i.es and optimizi,:r~.g the 
,noi.se performanc·:e .'by p:lo·tti11g the· inpu·t i.mpedance locus 
are described. The latter J?re.dict,s a noise figure of 
4.4 db. A gain ·of 4.8 db •. ·.is. observed without final 
optimization of the sign~l circuit and pump injection. 
Suggestions are mad·e. f:or further work on this ampi-ifier. 
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I. Introduction 
.. 
r· 
\ 
As man's interest in communication extends over greater 
·distances than ever ··before, the ability to detect extremely 
weak signals becomes more and more important. The obvious 
solution of increasing transmitter power in order to guaran-
tee consistent communications is a luxury generally unavail-
able to the designer of missle or aircraft-carried equip-
ment, due to severe limitations of space and weight; and 
transmitter .considerations are certainly of no more than 
academic interest to the radio-astronomer. Thus, it has 
become necessary to develop an entire family of devices 
capable of amplifying extremely weak signals to a level 
where they can be operated upon by more conventional cir-
cuitry. One such device is the p~ametric amplifier, which 
is the .. subject of this pape:r·_ • 
. It is well-known that the m,inimum threshold signal 
(' 
which may be usably amplified by a 9-evice is a function o·f /· 
the noise generated within the device itself. While it 
can be shown that a noise-free device is both theoretically 
;and pr·actically impossible to cons.truct, there is no limita-
t.ion on how c·losely the minimum may be approached. The 
maser is presently the lowest-noise amp:J_ifier available, 
but this device must be operated at very low temperatures, 
and is quite complex. The parametric amplifier, however, · 
while being only slightly inferior to the maser with respect , 
I 
to inherent noise, possesses the advantage of simplicity 
... 
.. ; 
.;; 
3 
and the capability of o.peration at either room or liquid 
u 
. 
-,----- . helium temperatures, as the situation may require. For 
this reason, it is a device of considerable practical, ; ·" 
importance. 
As is the case with most microwave devices, an exact 
analysis of the parametric ·amplifier is virtually-impossible 
~ 
because of the complexity of the problem.· It is·possible, 
however, to reduce the scope of the problem without 
seriously limiting the g~nerality of the results by use 
of a series of exce.llent approximations. This procedure 
will be followed herein. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present in unified 
.form the essence of the material which has been presented 
on the parametric amplifier, and to describe the experi-
mental evaluation of a device of rather novel design. To 
accomplish this, the·paper will be divided into three 
basic sections, thJI first of which wi~l concentrate on 
developing the theory of operation of the parametric ampli~ 
fier, with an eye toward producing results potentiall-y 
useful in the design of such a device. The methods of 
analysis will generally pe those outlined in several places 
by Heffner and Wade, Bll;c~well ,. Kotzebue, Uenohara, and 
Rowe. l 
: The second section of the paper will be devoted to 
the design of the a,~tual amplifier, assuming the config-,._~ 
-
uration suggested to the writer by Dr. Nikolai Eberhardt, 
of Lehigh University • 
... 
,. ..... 
.. 
.. 
\ 
. . ~-
• 4 
,,. . The third major part of this presentation will be 
concerned with the experimental ·evaluation of p~rametric ~ 
-
; am.pl if iers in general, and the one of section two·· ·in par-
·t 
ticular. It will consider the theory and performance of 
measurements outlined by Uenohara and Kurokawa, as well 
as several experimental techniques utilized at Lehigh 
University in .the testing of the amplifier described 
below. 
It is hoped that this paper will serve to unify 
the basic theory of ·operation and measurement Qf parametric 
devices, as well as providing an insight into how to --
or how not to -- design such a device. 
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II. Theory of Pa.+ametric Amplifiers 
1. The Manley-Rowe Equations 
The principle of parametric amplificatio~ is not new;· 
it was proposed for mechanical systems over a century ago1 ' 2 ,3. 
However, it has recently been shown~ that there exists a 
set of general energy relations for such nonlinear systems, 
and we shall derive them at this point5,G. These equations 
will prove invaluable in the discussion of the parametric 
amplifier. 
Let us assume a system of the general form .of Figure 1. 
The generators represent those frequencies at which power 
is supplied; they are set equal to zero if power is not 
supplied to the nonlinear element at that frequency. Let 
u-s also assume the nonlinear element to be capacitive, 
having characteristics of the form: 
V = f(q) 
,----------1~--------- .. ~: ~-.,.__-
Nonlinea 
element _.,,.__ 
V 
rnw, + V\ 
_____________ ____,....,___ ... ----
• • •• 
• • • 
.. Figure 1. General non-linear circuit for· 
Manley-Rowe derivatir.on. 
(1) 
Assume that power is delivered at only w 1 and w 2 . 
We know from the genera~ theory of nqnlinear devices that 
if powe~ is supplied ~o them a~ two ~ifferent frequencies, 
!• 
,. 
\_ 
' .•. , ••.••• ,~ •. , __ _,_,. .. , ·"" ,~._ •. ,.,.,, ~-.-.-,,,, ......... ·h''•'-'•\,•,.._ ... ,,., .... ._' ' 
.,.: 
6 
/ 
w1 and c...-J2 , sum and difference terms involving the funda-
mentals and their harmonics-will be generated, yielding 
the general form mw 1 + n w2 , where m and n are positive 
- or negative integers. This fact i~ commonly used in ·t-~ 
. -
design of mixer circuits, and it is widely known ·that 
such a chcirge flow is expressable by a double Fourier 
series: 
+CO 
q= E 
m=-te 
i~nce q iB real, it is required that 
• ~ + Q-m,-n 
:(.2) 
(3) 
The current through. the capacit:or is readily found: 
i = 
where 
dq 
dt 
(5)-
! .-
Since from (1) the voltage may be expressed as .a 
function of q., ,it __ may a~so be expressed as a function- .61. 
(mw1 + nw2) in a double Fourier series: 
+co 
L 
m = -co n = -co· 
where vmn = 1 4,r2-
'Using elementary circuit theory, the average power 
flow into the diode at fre<1uency :!:: I mw 1 + n w 2 1 is given 
b • • Y . Pmn = 2Re(Vmnimn) = -2(mw1 + nw2 )Re(jVmn~). (8) 
·,· 
' 
_, 
.. 
w 
I . 
7. 
(9) 
Due to conservation of energy, the net averag_e po_we_r. __  
,. 
flow il'.l:~9 the _capacitor must be zero if it is a pure 
reactance, thus 
+ U) 
~ 
m = - co 
Multiplying 
+co 
~ m = -c0 
+co +«> ~ E 
+co 
~. 
n = -ce 
p ::i: 0 
rnn 
and dividing each term by its 
+co p 
E· (mw 1 + nw 2) mn n . . - -ee (m~ + 
/ 
... 
mPmn +GO 
+ 
frequency, 
0 -
nw·) 2 ( 11) 
nPmn 
.. 
+f: w2 ~ 1 m - -co n - -cO mw1 + nw2 ,,. m = - ct:) n - -co mw1 + nw2 - -
The first double sum in (11) may be rewritten in 
this manner: 
+«, 
L mPmn +co =~ 
+<.0 ): 
ID=-«> n=-c0 n=-c0 
+co -mP +«l E __ -_m_,-_n __ + ~ 
-m~ -ru,)2 n=-·cC) m=O ~ · 1.. m=O 
mPrnn 
+«> + c:o 
= 2 ~ E 
m=O n= -c:o ID"1_ + n~ (12} 
-a 
.. - .. . •' . -
where the results of (9) have been used. An exactly similar 
manipulation o:f the second double sum allows (11) to be ~ 
rewritten: 
+(I;) +cc mP mn 
wl fo ~-com~ + 
a 
m~ + n~ 
(13) 
= 0 
·, 
0 -
-
. '. 
:..,,.:~ 
... 
,,. 
·,, ' 
.-' 
/· 8 
Since neitherw1 nor~ is zero, equation (13) will 
obtain ·if and only if the coefficients o.:0u1 and w 2 are 
separ.ately eg_ual to. zero for all w 1 and w2• Thus: 
mPmn 
mu\ + nw 2 = 0 
nPmn 
= 0 •· 
p mw + 1 nw2 
Equations (14) are the Manley~Rowe relations, which 
relate power flow in most nonlinear parametric systems. 
Note that their derivation utilized the assumption of a 
lossless nonlinear capacitor, a condition not attainable 
in practice. For this reason, these equations will not. 
give exact results in actual devices, but serve to 
;l 
. 
establish the theoretical limits of performance. 
It should be observed that these equations have not 
" been derived using a general nonlinear element, and for 
this reason, their use is not justified until their validity 
'-
has been demonstrated for.the case consideredo This paper 
will concern itself only with devices utilizing capacitance, 
however, so the foregoi~g ~~rivation is sufficient. 
~ Note also that no linearization has been effected; 
these relations are not bound to consideration of small-
signal phenomena. 
The Manley-Rowe relations have nt>t been. shown t·o be 
• true for a linear, time-varying capaci ta.nee-. That they 
.. 
·are, indeed valid f·or this case can be shown by expanding 
the charge flow in series form:5 
( 
~-
." 
.• 
9: 
' .. 
CIC) 
q = ~ an(V-Vdc)n 
0 
,l 
where_ Vdc is the DC bias· voltage. 
Introducing the·definition of· capacitance: 
C(V) = dg dv 
Let V-Vdc = V0 cos wt, then 
' Q() 
C(V).....,C(t) = ~ 
1 
-o:) 
V 
an ° n 2 
n-1 
·c15) 
( .9 jc.ut .. · : .... jwt)n-1 + e 
(16) 
where the en.'': ~r :o·.0:1:i.sist of the appropriate constants an, n, 
and V0 • 
·~_:.. 
Equation (16) shows that-the nonlinear capacitor can 
pe. .r:ep.resented by a time-varying linear capacitor. Assuming 
)i s.mal.l voltage variation, the series expansion gives 
·' 
C(t) ~ 0 0 + c1cos( wt + ~ ) (:l.7) 
where c1 « CO • We shall use equations (14) ltl14 fl() il'.l 
much of the following work. 
The usefulness of equations (14.) will soon become 
·, 
.apparent. For example, suppose we allow power to flow at 
' 
. ... 
three f:re.9.u.encies: w1 , w2 , and w 3 , where ~ 3 = w1~ + w 2 .•. 
-Then equat·ions (14) reduce to 
pl p2 
0 ~·· ~~:, + - (18a) ~1 w3 
~ p2 p2 . ' ., 
I' + 
-
o: 
(18b) W2 W3 
<II If pow~r is delivered to t:he nonlinear element at w3, 
both wi and w2 must be ne.gative;_ i.e. power is supplied 
,, j 
10: 
£Z the nonlinear element at thos·e. frequencies. As· we have t 
not postulated the existence of a generator of.frequency 
w 1 or w 2, it is apparent that this device is ~capable of 
supplying power at ~.:\.~1wi th no external source at that 
frequency. In other words, it can oscillate. 
The behavior described above is that of a regener-
a:tive device, and for that reason such a parametric circuit 
.is known as a negative-resistance para.metric _amplifier. 
There are other types of parametric amplifiers, some 
involving frequency conversion, but the sole concern here 
will be with the negative-resistance de·v·ice with input 
and output on the same frequency. 
. 2. Equivalent Circuit of the Parametric Amplifier 
It is the purpose of any equivalent circuit to present 
a. description of the device at hand which accurately 
represents its behavior, and which is capable of solution 
by tlle me,thods of circuit analys·is. We will demonstrate 
aft: ::egu·ival¢:rit :circu.it for th,e parametric amplifier which 
no:t :only Jie~cr·ibe.s it;s t·heoret.ical behavior but accounts 
'for c·ett:,ai.n ef!ects inescap-able i_n practice, such as losses. · 
In general, a semiconductor diode is used as the 
parametric element. When reverse biased·, the junction and 
' 
diffusion capacitances are gena~ally of the order of a few 
~ 
~ 
·~ 
tenths of a picofarad. This capacitance is easily varied 
in time by varying the voltage across the diode at an ac 
rate, ·giving the desired time-v·arying capacitance. The 
·, 
.. . ~ 
·~ 
.,. 
-·. 
11 
only serious limitation to the use of such a diode is its 
{' 
) . 
series resistance, which is composed primarily of~ the ohmic 
resistance of the semi-conductor material and the contacts 
made to it. This resistance is generally of the orde.r of 
one or two ohms. The junction resistance (which shunts 
the capacitance of the junction) is very large in the. back-
... 
·biased state, and c-an be negleqted, giving the c;lioq._e 
equivalent circuit tif .F:i.gure 2. 
C(v) 
.·, 
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of diode. 
As a guide to diode selection, many "figures of merit" 
have been proposed. Common sense is a good guide here; 
., 
intuitively, we would desire Rs to be small in order tO 
minimize losses and thern.ial heating. Another quantity .of 
' 
interest is the diode :zero bias cutoff frequency, wc, 
defined Py 
.. 
:C..Uc = 1 
R C 
S 0 
where wc = cut.off frequency 
(1~) 
.. 
C = diode capaci ta.nc·e ·for zero n.-c: ·b-ias 0 
Rs = diode serie:.s: resistance 
J' 
A very useful 'tquality factor" is then given by t-he· 
·ratio of w c to ·the si:g~al ·frequency. U enohara has shown 
that when this rat·io :i.s·: 1e··ss than 2.0, amplification 
with the diode is im:posSJble7. Thus, the higher the 
< • 
\ . 
. I 
\ 
}:. 
# 
·-
'-
quality factor, the "better" the diode. 
The_operation of.the parametric amplifier may be 
- -
represented quite accurately by the equiyalent circuit 
of 
.-
Figure 3. I -- I2 1 ~ 4 
• i:s.,. 
t 
FL1 FL2 
v1 C(t) 2 i .. rg1 GL Bl ,, t B2 g 1 2 
yl. 
R 
s 
1' 
Igl = source at w 1 
Gg = source conductance 
Gl 
GL 
R 
s 
G2 
Bl,B2 
FL1 ,FL2 
= signal circuit loss conductance 
= load conductance 
= diode loss resistance 
= idler circuit loading 
= suscept-anc.-es of signal and idl·e-r· circuits 
= ideal filt·ers for frequenc,i.es w 1 and w2 , 
',_;. ,-'_;_' 
.-
respective_ly.. -Z = 
C(t) = C0 + c3sin( w3:t + 
c0 at all ·other frequenci~--s 
. . . ' I . 
~3); co.>> c3 · 
W3 = Wl + W2 
~3 = arbitrary phase constant 
'Figure 3. Equivalent circuit ant· nomenclatur·e, :o._.t_ 
parametric amplifier. 
In a circuit $:t1c __ h as the above, the follo~ing termi-
ncil-q--gy i.s usu:a:ll-y applied to the various freque·ncies: 
.w, 
. l_. = signal frequency 
w2 = idler'frequencY 
w-3, = pump frequenc-y 
.~ ,' 
, ' 
I 
. ~·. 
••'•'•••• --·••-" ,_,,.,.,,.,. ...... ,,, ....... ~,o•--•-'L'h--"'"'"•''"•• '• •<'•·"""'"••'<'•''•··•·•~'•·, •• ,• 
I / . 13 
In addition, such a circuit represents a single-sideband 
device, since power is removed 
taken out at both w 1 and( w2 , 
sideband amplifier. While the 
I·\ 
only at w1 •· If power were 
it would be de~gted a~double-
latter situation is of 
limited use in communications systems,~it is often used 
in radioastronomy. Double-sideband operation will no.t:. ·b.e 
analyzed here. 
Although pro.vision .. :h~s been made for representing 
resistive losse·s ·i·n t:he tlmed circuits, in any -~"ell designed 
amplifier th·ei· a.re small compared to R8 , and thus can be 
neglected in p·.r·actice. In the same vein, while it is 
-
" :o:bvious that i·deal filters cannot be built, the tuned 
circuit Q's available at microwave frequencies allow them: 
~· to b.e. very clo$·.ely :approximated. 
Analysis of the Two-Tank Amplifier 
U~ing the equivalent circuit of Figure 3, it is 
po .. s-sible. to obtain virtual.ly ci.1.1. of tne significant 
operati:ng C:ondi tions fqr t·he .parametric amplifier. We 
;,hall first: ·d..e·te.rm·ine the conductance presented to the 
input circuit, and show that it is indeed negatiye under 
. 
certain conditions. Ye sha:J.l :evaluate ·the gain and 
bandwidth of the amplifier from t.hi:S :r:eSul t, and then 
formulate expressions which describe ·the noise performance 
to be expected. Many such analyses have been made by .· 
others, but it is hoped that here the best features of· 
several of these may be utilized in the interests of 
:•.· ,_ 
clarity. 
-... ,r 
- - -~ -------, --
,... 1' 
-· 
Ref erring to Figure 3, w~ see that because of the 
filters, only vol t~ge of frequencies W 1 and -c.-u 2 may , 
14 
develop across C(t). _ This tacitly assumes that all hB.rmoni:~$: 
and intermodulation products are open-circuited. To 
reduce the calculations to reasonable proportions, and to 
assure prop~r oper.ation of the ·amplifier, it is necessary 
to assume t·hat. the harmonics are disposed of. However, 
one ·might just as :ea.sily assume them short-circuited, if 
R.·s is sufficiently small. Fortunately, the choice is not 
cr±.tical, for Blackwell and Kotzebue have shown6 by 
. , 
u·sing the generalized admittance matrix of the diode· 
t .. hat es.senti,al.ly the same resu.lts obtain whichever approxi-
·mation .is· m~de, provided that the harmonics are actually 
prevented from reaching the diode by one means or another. 
This result allows us to proceed under the open-circuit 
,. assumption with the ·as:surance that our results will be .. , 
.general. 
-
From the ahove ;discussion, th~ t:0-pp.1 voltage across 
C(.'t) is the sum. ·o.f t_he: voltages at e·::ac:h· and every permitte.:d 
.. f·requency: 
Ve = v1sin(w 1 + ~1 ) + v2sin( w 2t + ¢2) (20) 
We can incorporate the sus~eptance of CO into: ·B1 · and 
B2 , as 00 serves only as a fixed capacitive loading on the 
j 
·tank circuits. Notice that b.ecause of the action of the 
\ 
" 
~ ~ilters_, I 1 and I 2 can c·ontain only components of w 1 and 
• 
w 2 , respec·tively. By definition, under the sign conven-
tions of Figure 3, 
-, 
,., 
,, 15 
f.· 
and simil~ily 
··~· 
tJ:.-s.-ing (21):, we .can now calculate t-he effective admit-
tance presented to ·t·_:he generato.r· and .input circuit at 
terminals 1-1'. 
= -
w1c.3 
2 
. 
:Fr·om (23), we see that Y1_ i.s. negative, and -d~:p·enden.t 
.. 
o·n the ampli tu_de of V 2 • The ad.mi ttance of the i-dl.er circui.t: 
-
is readi.ly . seen to· be 
and by a procedure exactly analo:go:UOt3, 1to t:hat: uia.e<l in 
finding (23), we may write 
. ,.; 
(24): 
..-....,. 
··"· 
, . 
' 
,)f. ; 
' 
' 
.i 
~· 
"I 
·~. 
~ 
,. 
' 
• 
·;, 
'" 
~ 
y2 --
./ 
.. 
' 
l 
,, 
-
:, 
-I2 
-
V· 2 
v.)203 
2 
• 
. ·v j~2 jW2t J 2e e 
v1 ej(¢3-~2-¢1) 
v2 
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Note that Y2 is a real admittance, and thus positive, 
:while Y1 is an effective ad.mi ttance, which may or may not 
be positive. Rear-ranging (25), we have 
.-
-
Substituting (26) into (23).: 
4Y* 2 
('·2.7) 
Equatiort (27) is the desired description of the 
l 
ad.mi ttance seen looking into terminals 1-1'. Since the 
derivation assumed nothing about the origins of the vo1.t:a@;eS 
v1 and v2 , equation (27) is perfectly general -- it applie.·e 
' 
It 
whether the device is amplifying or oscillating. The 
• • value of Y1 is essentially determined by c3 and Y2 , since 
in practice w 1 and w2 are fixed. This allows the gain 
of th.:_ device to. be varied by varying c3 ~ which is done 
-....., 
by changing the pump power. It .is of considerable importance 
that Y_1_,- doe·s n.ot depend on the p:ha·se of. any of the alterna-. 
'ing voltages applied to the capacitor. If this werf not 
llO (and i·t is not for degenerate parametric 8.lllplifiers), 
-it would be 
relative··to the p 
~·\ 
y to know the phase of the signal 
which would render the devic.,.e useless 
, 
,, 
. 
•·. 
r 
I' 
17· 
' J for general communications purposes.-~ 
The existence of (27) allows us to replace everything 
to the right of terminals 1-1' i~ Figure 3 by Y 1 • This 
replacement greatly simplifies our calculations, as will 
be seen in the development of gain and bandwidth relations. 
4. Gain Relations 
The;susceptances B1 and B2 have been implicitly 
assumed to. represent lossless parallel resonant circuits 
with resonant frequencies w 1 and w2 in the preceding work. 
(If this were not true, no volt-ages at w 1 or w2 -could 
exist in either the signal or idler circuits). It is 
convenient to redefine the resonant frequencies of t.-he 
signal and idler circuits as .n. 1 and .fl.2 , where 
In the event that w 1 = .fl 1 and w 2 = Sl.. 2 , we know 
* that B1 = B2 = o, and Y2 = G2 • Equation (27) may then be 
written 
Thi.s= .i-s. the e~fecti ve ad.mi ttanc·e, for mid-band gain 
calculations. Figure 4 is the ·equi va·lent circui·t a.t 
resonance. 
-~ 
-~ 
\ 
..... 
.. ~ 
. -~i. 
.. 
'\ 
·• '•" •'• ¥~,., •'f•I • • '• · · -··•-·'·" •1> ,..,., C,, ~.,,.,!•« ,,,,, . .._d«.•u,'- .,.o,~.•", ., •. ,-, .. ,,.,, .• -,~. ,, , '' 
I . 
g L 1 -G 
Figure 4. Equivalent circuit of parametric 
amplifier at resonance. 
Transducer gain is defined as the ratio of power 
·dissipated in G1 to the available power at w 1 • From 
basic circuit 
18 
2 g = (30) 
::rt: ·is evident from (30) that for 
...... ·· 
large gain G ~ ( Gg +GL +G1 ). 
··rt .. also evident l . • . • ·1s that ·9_~q·h a condition is potentially 
Un'.St-able, for even a. s·li.ght: shift in G could realize the 
. . 
condition for i.Arinit:e ·g:a.in., .and hence oscillation. Devic-e 
stability :r.e·.qui.~e$_, :amp:ng :other things, considerable 
amplitude stab.ili ty in the pump source. 
Although (30) is perfectly co·rrect, it would be :n·i.ce: 
-i.f it explicit.ly. inc·luded the loss·es due to R8 • It can 
be .shown5 '7 that Rs may be moved into .. the external tanks 
as a shunt conductance of ma~itude (Q~Rs)-1 , provided Q0 • 
.,l:.s. ·1arge, where Q- is th:e .-diode static qual·ity factor,,· an·d 0 -, 
is·, idef ined by 
; Q .,,, 
. '= o. 
1 
we R 
0 S 
• 
. . 
., ,:,c3·1). 
Because of the filters, the transformed R8 must .... ~ppear 
, ..• 
"' 
: 
... 
~-
i. 
separately in the_, signal and idler tanks to account for 
-the , loading effect on these tanks. The transfo.rmed 
. 
equivalent circuit· is shown in Figure 5. 
G L 1 .._B_ 
Figure 5. Equival~nt circuit of the parametric 
amplifier with R8 transformed to the external circuit. 
From Figure 5, we can readily ab·s·orb 
G1 and G2 , with the result that 
1 
1 into 
t I 
(32) 
We may now everywhere re~lace G1 by G1 , G2 by G2 , and 
R8 by zero in Figure 3. This will not· change any of o.11r 
... r'es11·lts, but a'll.ows us to more readily s·ee: the · effect of 
R • 
s 
-In particular, note that the val11e of B.8 places a 
lower limit on the idl.er loading; this wi-:1];, prove to be-
significant. 
An amplifier with the arrangement of Figupe 5, where 
' \. 
.t-he load and S:ignal adµii ttances are directly in parallel 
i:S known as a transmission-type amplifier. . . . 
' The parametric amplifier may be considerably stabilized 
i·f · the 9ignal is injected. and removed by means of a 
circulator. The equival,ent circuit· ·at midband is shown 
• ',, ••. , ···-· .. . •' •·.·-i ...... ,, ••. ' '. •· .. • . 
, , .~'-1.~: -.·l.!1, ., ~,., .•. -
() 
• 
.. 
in Figure 6, assuming that any circulator l.~-~-se:s: ar.·e: 
' absorbed into_ G1 • · 
MATCHED 
TERMINATION 
-G 
gl Figure 6. Negative-resistance parametric amplifi~r using a circulator. 
.. 
. ' The device in Figure 6 is a reflection-type ampl·ifier, 
·and i:ts power gain :ts simply· t~e rati_o of reflected to 
incident power. If the _input and o-ut .. put impedanc:·es· ar·e ... 
{ 
I vol tag·e--i:r.e.r·1 .. ect:ion .co:efficient. 
= 
ZL-Zo 
1 z +Z L o 
I (R1-R)-R 
2 
g 
' G -(G1-G) g 2 
-
2 
' 
' 
It is apparent that gain is infinite when G = G1 + Gg' 
.. which is a sm.-all·er value of negative conductance than ... 
. required for oscillation in the transmission-type 
' 
., 
amplifier. Imposing the large gain ·condition G ~ G1 +· ·.G , g· (33) may be rewritten 
. "· 
. ., 
., . 
'\ 
4G 2 g 
i 
11 
·~ 
'( ,, .: 
: _______ ...... -... -... ---·-·---:..,.~--;--:·":·-:-:--~·--·Equati-on---(34"1--b-e-ar-s------c-onsiderable. res.emblance to (30), and 
.... ,1. . 
we will do well to compare the two types of amplifiers 
which they represent. 
• For·the purposes of comparison, let us neglect the 
' losses represented by G1 , as they are small compared to Gg 
in any well-designed amplifier. Define the quantity GTl 
·to represent the total pos1 ti ve conductance presented to 
. 
the current r1 • In the case of the reflection-type 
amplifier, then, we see that GTl = Gg for optimum loading,· 
and t·he gain becomes 
\_ 4G 2 2 · Tl g = 2 (GTl-G) :~ 
However, for the transmission-type amplifier, GTl = GL + Gg. 
Optimum loading will occur when GL = Gg = }2GTl' and tP,us 
t:he gain at resonance is: 
GTl 
2 
-
-
A comparison of (35.) .and :(36) will show that the ~-~ 
:reflectio~-type amplifier has four times the power gain of 
the transmission-type for a given set .o .. r· circuit parameters. 
"--·--- This is equivalent to doubling the vo·ltage gain-bandwidth 
product, merely by the addition of ·a~ circulator. In 
addition, the amplifier stability is . improvecf, be~ause 
, r the device always sees a match when looking into the 
.. 
.. 
22 
. '•, 
•'I, ••• 
" ~ , ' 
J c·irculator. While this removes none _of the stability 
problems associated with -G, it allows considerable variances 
-in Rg and~ without causing instability. 
It should be noted that the circulator is not an 
unmixed blessing, especially in very weak-signal applica-
tions, as its insertion loss occurs prior to any amplifica-
tion, and thus degrades the noise figure of the device. 
This problem can be minimized by refrigerating the 
circulator, as done in the TELSTAR ground station equipment9. 
In addition, imperfect isolation between ports may support 
a feedback loop, resulting in oscillation; this is the 
primary reason for the matched termination shown in 
Figure 6. 
5. Bandwidth 
The functional variation of gain with frequency in 
the paramet~i.c amplifier can lead to exceedingly complex 
cralculations. Fo:r this reason, we will analyze the device 
:~ssuming that FL1 and FL2 are removed, and that· t.he Q of 
. 
the tank circuits is sufficient to dispose of. t·he unwanted 
,freq~_enc~es. · This amounts to changing to an assumption ~-· 
·:o.f' -short-circuited harmonics, but as pointed out, earlier, 
·thi.s is of no particular importance. What is important 
. 
is that the single-tuned circuit case .has c·onsiderable 
practical significance, and is not just an approximat·ion 
, 
chosen for ease of calculation. 
Figure 7 shows t-he equivalent circuit of the trans.:.. 
mission-type amplifier when the- signal i_~.- not at the 
•L"- -• ~'.'" •,_·_;--·.~_: 
• 
:: .'. 
.. . • .. 
L,.,u .. --.·-"··-•·-
'.'· 
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.. 
resonant frequency ·of t·he tank ·Circuit. Ye can analyze the: 
. ' . , 
1 L 
Figure 7. Of,t-resonance equivalent circuit 
of parametric amplifier • 
. ~ single-tuned circuits using well-developed circuit t:heo~.y 
techniques. Define the following quantities: 
Q1 = loaded Q of signal tank circuit 
Q2 = lqaded Q of idler tank circuit 
W - ·r"\ AW 
-1 -- ~.:Ll + U 
__ c_ .1-_ ___ ..... ·tiw:/· SL 0 - ..... -.. l 
·:·-.:.,.._ 
-(-_·-_ ···_---.)-.3_7 ... -· · .. - . 
·(38) 
.. .•·· 
Ftom tl1e. relat·i.ons·hip ·of the signal and idle·r .freq-u:ettc:i·e·s 
(see. Fi:gure 3), and the knowledge that the pump frequenc_y 
.·j;.$ c:on-stant, it follows that a. positive increment in W:1 
_m;u:s.t yield a negative incremeti:t- ,. d-f ·the same magni tud~-, 
in w 2 • Therefore 
ratio of (39) and (38) 1:e:ad.s ·t·.q, 
\ j r nl 
a 2 = - ol~ 
• 
With the present def.j_ni tion of ~ , .the ad.mi ttance 
.. of any single tuned circuit can be d~scribedlO by the 
.:r.elation 
,· Y = G[l + j2~Q] ./ 
where G . is the lo.ading of tu,ne·d ·c:irc:Uit. We may thus 
\ 
·~-. 
. . 
··c· .. )-
·.·-3..9, .. 
·-(4.Q)· 
. .. 
(41) 
. -~ 
·' 
.. ·-· Ob;'' . •··- ......... _ ....... _ ........ -.. 
write !2 ··directly, and then use (40). 
~ 
y 2 = u 2 [1 + j 2 0'2-~21 
I 
= 02[1 - j261 Q2 C!L1/ft2J] 
... 
,:.,• . . .-.. ~ (42) 
t .. 
Subs ti tu ting ( 42.) in::t-:tJ ··(28) gives the general ·"< 
eXI)ression 
. .. .. 
Y.l = -
· ·_(-"4/i\ : '•,.:/:I-
Reali~ing: tha:t· the off-resonanc.e :OJ)er:at:io,n will have 
-az1 effect on .. the signal-circuit impe:danc·e· a.s well, we may 
·, sub.:9:ti:tute. apppopriately _into (3·0·).-, ·malting: µse ·of (29) .· ·,·• 
. 
and ·t:tre conc:ep.t- of GTl, 4'.eve·1.0p:ed ea.r.li.er·:· T·his yields 
t:he ·generaltz.ed power gain e·q11.at:_ion., -in. t:erm·s. of the 
bandwidth of the tuned circuits. 
g2 = ~----4_G.._g,,,_G,_L _______ ....,..._ 
~ 
GTl [ l+j 261 Q11 - l+j2~1 Q2Cn.1 Jn;J 
(44) 
Defini·ng b~dwi<;lth in ~he. cu.s-to:m·~ry way -.- distance 
b.:e·twee:.n 3 db.. po.·i.:n·t·s --- we set· (_44.) .$qual to one-half t·n.e= 
.. ·- . . ' . ,· . . 
' . . . . ... '. _ 
_. 
.. re:s.o:i+·anc·e. g:a:1-n Q;s given by ( 30)·:· 
2 ,,, __ 
' 
4 ~-2Q2:G + 1 ··J~ --_·T.1 
(G/Gt1)Cn.1Q2/~Ql) 2 l+. 2 
1+[201 Q2(stl/~)] 
... 
(45) 
(-.-. 
-.,;----,.:/ ,. 
.; 
·' 
..;• 
,/ 
' 
; .. · .. ).·_. 
~
-
. ..:. 
_.I'~ 
./' 
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t I, . ' 
Equ.ation (45) is rather cumbersome, so we define three .,P' 
new quantities 
G a = GTl (46a) 
s = 
fl1 
2~1Q2.!1.2 
2 
C = 
n2Q1 ( 46c). 
-
Using Equatio.ns (46) ,' we can now rewrite (45)· 
~2 
a -J l+s + s [ _a ] 2 _ 2 1 + c(l+s) 2(1-a)
2 
= o· 
(47) 
After algebraic calculation, it can be shown that (47) 
may be expressed in quadratic form: 
~
2s2 + s[c 2 + 2ac + 1 - 2(1-a) 2] = 0 (48) 
Blackwell and Kotzebue have shown6 the approximate 
s·olution of Equation (48) to be the 
(l-a2 2 s ~ ___ ,.. __ __. _______ _ 
(a+c) 2 + (l-a)(3a-l) 
unde~ the condition that 
form 
[c2 + 2ac + 1 - 2(1-a) 2] 2 '>'>4c2(1-a) 2 , 
:(49) 
which is true f·or .I:ar:g~ gain ·and Q1 > Q2 , which gen·e:.r:al-.ly· 
obtains. 
\ The above method elf so·lution is preferred by this 
writer.because it does not involve any direct assumptions 
.... 
as .to the relative mae;nitud,es of Q.1 and Q2• It also yields 
. :a convenient form of the f~p.al equation. Any solution to 
such a complex eq.u:~tion- must necessarily be limited, but 
r 
; 
' 
... 
·• 
;. :·, 
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it ·is believe_d ... that, the above procedure is one of the least I 
.. 
restrictive available • 
If the value of s given by (46b) is substituted into 
(49), the solution is given in terms of·· 2 o , the fractional 
frequency shift. Mult~plying this result by (30) will give 
a gain-bandwidth product in terms of power gain and the 
square of the normalized frequency deviation: 
2 
-2 
g2b2 = (
4 GgGL/GTl)(w2/wl Q2) 
~ Q 
-~ (a+ 2Q1 )2 + (1-a)(3a-l) 
~2 
where b = 2·5 • It has already been shown that for high 
gain, G ~ GTl, therefore a~ 1. Under this approximation 
the gain-bandwidth product becomes: 
2 2 g b =. 
. 2 
4GgG1/GTl 
Wl 2 Ql + w Q 
2 
f'.'or the· transmi.s~ion-type amplifier. 0 
By ,a . :Compari.son· of Equati.ons ( 34) and ( 30) , it is· 
' :re::adi.ly· .se~n. that r·or· the reflection-type amplifier 
4G2/G2 gZb2 =. g Tl 2 Ql + Wl Q 
w 2 2 
·.• 
Assuming optimum power matching,_ it is S:-een that 
'."t'he numerator of (51) becomes unity, while that· of (52) 
becomes four. This confirms the wider bandwidth of the 
refle~tio-n-type device,· as predicted earlier. 
·(···5· 1:.-)··:· .. 
. . . . . 
./ 
The above equation-a show that the parametric amplifier 
.... 
,, 
:..: 
i.s basically a narrow-band device. In practice, it is 
difficult to exceed a few percent of the signal frequency 
in~ bandwidth for significant gain. Herein is perhaps the· 
parametric amplifier's most serious drawback, although 
... . ....... 
bandwidth may be improved by using considerably more complex 
circuitry. The device as we have discus.-sed. it_: is quite 
+ 
su:-itable for point-to-point comrnunicatio·ns- work, especially. 
:if :·w.1 ·i.s high. 
It is readily ·seen from (51) and ·(5:2) that it1 t,.F(l~p: 
to maximize the gain-bandwidth product., it is: ·rtetessary·to 
make w 2 much larger than w 1 and/or decI'e13.se Q.2 • · The 
latter approach is often trie:4, 1:>·ut :i_.f done :pu·rely by 
means of resis·t.ive loading, it can have: an undesirable 
effect on the nois.e f;.l.gur-e.., -as ·will be demonstrated. 
6. Noise Figure 
-~-
-, .. 
·. r 
. ~ 
. Since the primary· --reason for usin:g·· :.a par_ame:trie. 
amplifier i~ to o_b.tai.n a low noise f'i:gure·, it· is impc.rt:~t 
t'o· pe ci:bl.e. to predict the performan.c·e o ..f a given circ·uit.-. 
..~P t:h}·_s re-gard. It i-s, however, ,r:irtt1ally impossible to 
d~$:¢:r.ibe· in standard t:e.rms the noise -f-·igµre of a network 
having negative·. ·in.put a·nd output adjnj_ttances., For this 
:re.a·s_oti:,. and because ~'t· is often not practical r--or r:~·as':Ons 
df stability, we shall not attempt to define a noise ·· 
_f .. igur-e for the transmission-type amplifier. By virtue ... 
of the circ.ulator, however, the reflectio·p.:-type amplifter 
exhibits pQ:s-itive input and output admittances, and its 
,·, ,, . , .. 
'· 
) 
... 
.. 
,; 
·-' 
' 
" .... 
noise per-formance can be. accurately ,predicted by the use 
' 
' of conventional methods. This is fortunate, because the 
reflection-type amplifier is by far the most widely used. 
There are several possible sources of noise in the 
parametric amplifier: 
. 1. Thermal noise attributable to the· diode 
. .. ·.· · .... - . . 
::sp:r·eading resistance,· R9 • 
2. l Thermal noise generate4,in the real conduct-
ances in the w 1 circuitry. . · 
3. Thermal noist generated :i.n tne real conduct-
ances in the w2 circuitry • 
., 
4. Shot noise due to the reverse DC saturation 
current flowing in the diode. 
5. Noise due to fluctuations in the value of 
lis with pumping11 • · (This is possible because Rs \s a 
weak function of bias voltage.,: and will vary slightly 
~ ··, 
. 
·as the bi·a·s is changed.) 
Of· t:he above possible sc5ttr-.c:es o·f -noise, it is-
'.ge.t-1e·rally true that only the f·ir·st t.·hree are of sigx.1ifi-
Cant importance7,l2 provided t;he diode is not driven into 
·tne forward current or rev~_rse. breakdown regions. If the 
diode draws current, the S:11ot- ·noise term becomes very 
si:gnificant, but the .a.µip'l:ifier gain generally suffers 
aimul taneously, ?'.tie -tq the in~r,easJd value .of the eqtriv~ ... 
lent conductance Shunting the ca:Pacitor12• 
' The calculation·of the exact noise figure for the 
,. parametric amplifi.er is a· very detai_l_e-d. pr.ocec;].ure, much 
.. 
.. 
..... 
' :1 
~·. 
) 
l'. 
. ~ . 
·2.9 
., beyond the :sc.o·:p.e of this ·paper. There are many exc~llent 
' ~ solutiotis of this. problem in the literature. We shall 
5 ·7 12 utilize the work of Uenohara and Kurokawa' '· in this 
· area, under the/assumptions of large gain and ~l = fL-1 • This will yield the final piece of information essential 
for the intelligent design of the parametric device. 
For th¢ calculation of noise generated within the 
·amplifier, it is convenient to use the equivalent circuit 
of Figure 5, where G2 · is divided ·1nto two separate com-
. ponents, G22 and GL2 • These paral]~el conduct.anc.es represent·,. 
respecti vel.y ,. ·the i.:nternal losses o.f th·e idler taij.k and 
:t·~e. ext·e ..rnal iq.ler: loading. It ::L:s :immedi·atel:y .. oovi,ou .. s\, f.-fom 
E·i._gure 5 that the mean square ·n.o.ise curt.e.int:s- ff"t W·l. ··and 
w 2 are, r·espectively1:l: 
:· 
= 4kB(TgGg + 
= 4kB(T2 G2 + 
Tl Gl + Td/'t'2Rs) 
T .. GL2.. + ·T /Q2R . ·)· 
(5:3;a·). 
. '. . 
1 .. . d ·s 
'k 
-
-
)' 
B -
. . . 
T . = t e.mperature .of: t.h:e contiuc.tan.c.e·: h.avi·ng. :s.tibis··c.r·i-:t>..t J 
j. {in degrees·· Kelvin) 
Ta= d.!ode temperature 
T:he nois.e current inl is amplifi.:e·d a.·S if. it were a 
. desired signal, and thus the _ availab ... le noise output power 
i,s: the product of the available nois·e input power and the 
·~J:>li.f·i·er· current gain, being 
~·: ·'. ' ., 
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2 where g11 is the power gain for a-_signal injected and 
3.0 .. 
(54) 
extracted at w 1 • 
the value of gf1 is 
Equation ( 34) ;· 
It shotild be immediately apparent that·· 
precisely that of g2 as g~ven by 
..,.. .. 
Because the parametric amplifier is: .not a unilatera.1 
device, the noise generate.d in the idler circuitry will I 
also appear at the .sig~al. o.utput by ~he process of para-
metric mixing. Fo.r t:he reflection-type amplifier, we i 
have assumed that Gg = GL' and thus the available noise 
. 
s-power output at· ~l due to thermal sourc~s at w2 is 
obviously 
4G g 
2 
kBg2.1 
Gg 
.. 
'fl where ·g·· is the conversion power gain for a sign~). :i:ntro--- 21. 
d d ·a· _··t_ · _ ·w -· d - ---· · d t w uce _- _ 2 an rem:,ove, a 1 • It follows that the total 
available noise.: outp.-ut po.wer is given by the sum of (54) 
and (55). 
Friis13 has s·hown that t:11e· n·oise figure of an amplifie:r 
is: specified completely by the rat:i_o of its i·nput and 
output signal.:.to-noise ratios. ;I.t is apparent ·that the 
.. 
ratio of output signal power to input signal power at w 1 
I 
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where Si = available input signal power 
S0 = available output signal power 
\ , N1 = available input noise power 
N0 = available o~tput noise power 
T0 = 290°K., standard noise temperature 
·Substituting in (56) for N0 , under the assumption 
3.·l 
that Tg = T0 , we obtain the noise figure of the reflection-
type amplifier. 
F = (1 
-F.or· the case 
2 
Td 
+ -
T, 
0 
where Qo 
2 
)) 1, Uenohara has shown that7 
G g21 g21 wl 
~ (58:.) 2 - 2 ""' 
gll g w2 GL2 
Assuming al.l amplifier loss at T0 _,, .. and :f'11.rther assuming 
large gain, it can be. se~n5 tha.t 
1 wl G22 
-Q2_R_G_ + - l + G + -Q2-· R-G-
o s g w2 L2 o s L2 
1 
-F- ··,-....;· - - Gl 
· .. · -~ 1 + + 
.-
(59) 
I:t cart ·\re s~en directly from ( 59) that one way to 
m:inimize·F is to make Gg large compared to G1 • In terms 
of circuitry, this requires that the input be overcoupled, 
r· 
which is the standard procedure in. mintmizing the noise 
f 
figure of ord'inary radio receivers. _ 
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:To further minimize F, it is desirable that G12 b·e 
as lar-ge as possible, i.e. the idler termination should be 
,of. very low re.sistance (which is why resistive loading -·is: 
.not recommended for increasing the bandwidth). In order 
to maximize G12 , the idler termin~tion is often refriger-
ated, sometimes to l.iquid helium (4°K) temperatures. We' 
shall see l.ater tha.t the need for· ,such ~procedures is 
·$t·.rongl_y _d:ependent upon the choic·e o.f idler frequency. 
er-- ., 
1·r· t:ne idler frequency happens to fall in an area of the 
:s:.pectrum that is generally unused (a rare thing indeed), 
the idler term:ination can be an antenna aimed at· a "cold" 
14 
section of the sky • Effective i.4ler temperatu·re$ o.:f 
C 
under 100 degrees are .possible with this metho-d, bu·t, t.he· 
:e:x:iste-nce of. br.o.adea.sting 'at the idler fr·eqJ.ie·nc.Y wo·u·rd 
,make .i·t. imp·ract,·ical. ~ 
m·etric ampl·ifiers are e.r1tirely operated at ·ve-ry ·1ow 
temperatures. \.Jhile t_h:is -metl1od-. ve.ry clef_in_i:te·ly .r-:edJ1_:c .. e.s.: 
thermal 11.-oise, it ~nt.ro.d.u.ces: ot-he::r ·P-'roblem-s- ., t·he :maj:o_-r.' 
o.n:e. b_eing tnat of ob·t·-a.ining. a :suitable -d·i-·ode:. -Because of 
·1~c-~ o·f impurity ato.m .. ionizat.-io·n· below about 80 degrees 
Kelvin, silicon and ge.rmanium diodes are useless at very 
low temperatures. Diodes .. made ·of gallium. arsenide, however, 
are functional down t:o:· he:'li·um temperature, and thus are 
recommended for .use where the diode temperature is much 
h 
below 100 degrees.' The development of these GaAs diodes 
has led to the production of· some very low noise amplifiers. 
" 
· From (59) ::i.·t is· ob·vious that t:he.· entire: second ·t·erm 
:can be made insignificant (and· thu~ p·ractically. independent 
-
:of the ·value -of GL2 )_ if w 1 <<. w2 • For this reason, we 
desire a high-frequency pump source, generally at least 
-three or four times the value ~f w1 • It is worth noting¢cl 
that the noise fig1,1re does ·not improve linearly with 
-increasing w3; in fact it is a very weak func~~ion of pump 
frequency so long as w3 is greater than about four times 
the signal frequency6 • 
It has been shown by at least two independent g~oups6 , 12 
that there exists an optimum idler frequency for the para-
:me·tric amplifier. Kurokawa and U.enohara. ::tiave :s:hown that ... 
·t--hi:s· f:.r-equency is given by t:he :r:e:·1.1:ttion 
Q2 = :~ Ql (60). 
,.._ ,...., 
where Q1 and. Q2 are the a.ynaintc· qualit:y .factor:$ o:f t.he 
diode at w1 and w2 ~ ref:!pectively (not to be confused 
·with Q1 and Q_2:, ·the t:·:u:ne·a ci.rcuit: quality· f·a.c.tors), and 
are def i:n.ed b·y 
y -
··a -- C 
0 
t 
2 ~ u)l 2 
, .. 
(.61) 
(6:2)· 
•-j.rl..t er·e st. 'From (59) it is seen that F should d.ec-rease .if 
·t .. he idler lo·sses become zero, which implies very lo~. 
temperatures. However if the idler frequency ~eets or . 
,.. 
·1 
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exceeds the optimum value, i.t ·c.:an. 'be shown that no improve-
. . 
ment · in noise figure will. b·el QlJtained by refrigerating the · 
. . 
-····;.··"······,v···',. --i-dl-e-r· ~er·m·i'nat·ion·l.2 .. ;··--··:,--··.·Witht·n·-:·,the····1·1ttt1·t'a·e1·o·ns·· .. or········cost··· .. ana· ... 
equipment, this di·scovery permits an. ·<;>ptimized device to 
be operated completely at room temp.er.ature. Where it is' 
. 
. 
not .. possible to.: ~rtt~:L:n. t·he. opt·imum _iQ.:l.er frequency, the 
o-pti.mtiIDi ):.loi-se r··igur.-e ·c·an. p·e attained ~Y reducing the 
idler temperature td zero6 ,7· 12• 
The last re.maining conclus:i_on about -the_: .no::tse p.erfor-
:mance of th:e Jfa.·rame·t~i:c· amp_l._ifie+ 1s that the principal 
. .. I 
f·aci;;·o:r i:-n :det·erni.tnin·g t:·he no:i.se .f.iguI'e_ g,t' the q.evice is 
the q1.1ality factor _of the diod.e, as defined by (31) 6 ,7, 12• 
. 
. ~ 
. ' . Tnis might wel.·l have b:een imp·l-ie':d by i_rispec.t·ion o.f C.59 .. ). 
Assuming optim:iz-ed :i:inp·ed@qes and i·d:ler freque.n.cy, it i-~ . 
. 
. 
possible t;:o -c:al.culate ·a m-inimum ·-noise· f·j;gure: fo.r· the 
r-J" 
:~plifier- .dete·rmined e-n.t.i-.r:e:11 l?:Y. Q,1_, and t·he· diode temper-
.. t· ... 1:2: a.·-ure. ·: 
1 
+ 1 + 
·T:hi.s re:su.lt t:ells us that in order to minimize the noise ~ . .. . . . . . 
fi_g\l.re we :must have. a.. di:ode with a high value of 
.i_Illl):li·es: both large Q0 and 't • Note that even if 
.. 
h.i_gh,: a low noise fi·gure will not be achieved if 
. quite smal 1. 12 
7. Summary 
"1J 
--Q1 , which 
Q is very: 0 
tis 
We are prese-ntly r·inishe{i with the development of 
..... 
· the basic theory of ·t.l're. :s_e:miconductor-diode parametric 
.. 
amplifie·r.. The derivations have in ·place·s been le.ngthy, 
,. 
. b·ut it i-s essential to understand· the procedure·s which -
. \ 
~ 
.. ~-· . ·r'·· -· . 
led to·· the result.s obtained, ... ~n <?.r9-.~_;-. ~.2 ... t~i.,iY-.,.,.~.9~P.~~l:l.~P.~ .... , .. , ................ : .... ,, ........ . .. .. k ·- . . .. -.... -··k ., .. - - . - - -
th.e functioni:ng o.r· the amplifier. It has not be·e·n the 
······· ·· ··· ·· ~-- ·· ······ »-pu,rPOSei ·oi· th.IS Chapter tO a.e;e10p . cl ~e'W ~pProach io. the 
analysis of this device, but rather to unify·t~~ results 
.obtained by some of the· many researchers in this field. 
Expecially with ne~p.ect to noise theory, it has been nec.es-
l sary to -µse the re~ults of others without proof, as the 
proofs are ·beyond the sco-pe of this paper. 
C·:e.rtai_n conditions hc;1ve been derived which a1·1ow 
.opt·imum p~rformfill:Ce to be derived from the parametric 
ampli.f,:ier ·a,s regards gain, bandwidth, and noise figu-re:, 
and. it :;i.$: w:e·l-1 to list the more important ones .he:r-e,:: 
.. 
,_-_i): C:11r_rent-s- or· voltages at spurious r:·r:equ::encie:s· 
shcrul--·d n-_o·t: ·be- presented, to· ·the diode. 
:2) .. :F.:o.r maximum g:a.i,n_, t_he device '.shoul·d 1:>"e. 
o:p:er·ate:d as close to the threshol:d c,.f c:t.scillat·ioJ1 .as i_:a·· 
.consistent with stability. 
3) To increase the gain-bandwidth product, as 
·-
well as improve stability, a circulator should be used 
in the signal circuit. 
4) The idler Q, shoul·.d ·1,e m.i:n:i-m.ized without 
resorting to resistive loading (unless the termination 
can be maintained at liquid helium temperature or below). 
5) The input circuit should be over-coupled to 
the optimum point. 
.• 
.. 
... 
. p 
' 
.. 
~"'""" 
6) The dynamic quality factor of the .diode shoul-d · 
be··as high is possible.·' . . . 
'''· 
7) The idler frequency. ,should ·be o·ptimized, which :• 
<>. 
requires a pump source of both high frequency (compared 
• 
• '·-• -• • • •-••• • • '"•O"-· '"" •P o• ·-•• >'•• • ri·O '•-' •• ... ••• • •·;••• • • ••••••• ·- • • ••• ••••••.~::°" ,.-·:,-:•« , ... ·~··-· • -·• • 
\ to w1 ) and excellent frequency and amplitude stability •. 
Having thus. determined the prerequisites~ for an 
optimized parametric amplifier, we shall proce,e·d t.o. th·eir 
.appli.ca.t·i.on to a_ practical ·device. 
... , 
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. III. Tge Practical Parametric Amplifier 
., 
I. Configuration . . 
~ ~ '. It was decided that the experimental amplifier should 
be of the reflection-type, in the int~rests of stability 
and ease of adj_ustment. Because of the limitations 
imposed by exist:ing equipment --largely for S and X 
bands -- the pump and signal frequencies were chosen t.-:b· 
be ·12.00 gc.·· and :3.95 gco, respectively. I.t is then 
' .-- . ·. 
apparent that tl1e idler fr.~,qµe:ncy is fixed at 8.05. gc., 
a re.s.tr.iction which: c:1.1.most· ce·rt-a-inly will prevent any 
·ic;ll.er opt.imization ·t·:p: ·t~e. p·1·ace. · 
-A:a with most ·e1.:e.ct·ronic· devic.e.s, _a.rzy· c .. o_rr:fig_t1;rat .. i-:o.n. 
t.l1a.t. .will do ·th·e j:QP: -i$ sa_ti:s.f actory-.: Fro.m t:·he start-; 
an all-waveguide a.II1p=·1_if·ier w.as :rul,ed. :·o~rt. b.·e,c-aus·e of ~t"he:. 
size dis:g.ari ty· o.f .s• and :x_ b~P.- guide, and its attendant 
' 
mechanical p.r.obl·e.m·s1:.- -=co=:n:siderable thought was gi.ven to 
the "hybrid" amplifier 9, in which .the signal and idle:e 
circuits are contained in rectangular waveguide, and the 
pump power is fed in coaxially. In such an amplifier, 
the diode is simultaneously a part o:f the coaxial and 
. \ 
waveguide structures, and severe µiech·:~i.cal and electrical 
problems could be foreseen. 
. . The structure finally· settled upon is an all·-coaxi:a.l. 
o:Il.e suggested by Dr. Nikolai Eberhardt. A cross-sectiona-1 
• 
view is shown in Figure 8 -- the device has circular 
symmetry about the vertical axis except f.or t.he pump 
:.·~ . 
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' coupling line. Mechanically, the amplifier is quite 
simple, s:md lends_ i ts_e~f .easily, to modifications because· 
of its "modular". assemb.ly. 
E.lectrically,· .the proposed theory of operation i·:$. 
quite straightforward. \The two radial line sectio.ns 
present infinite series impedances to coaxial wall currents 
at the pump and idler frequencies. In addition, the 
diode -- ·mounted in --a :shorting plane -- is .so spaced .fr·:o:m: 
. ._)· 
t:he. radta:l chokes as ·t·o form resoriant cavities for w 3-
-and w 2 • The di.odE:1 h·as a low i1n:pedance at these frequen-
cies, an.d t:hus -do:es n·ot .. s:ig;ni.fiean~.:;Ly alter the short 
circuit termirtatibn° ..... ·. 
. •, -~ 
The cavity f orme·d by the diod·e mount and the choke 
;nearest it exhibits quanter-wave resonance at the idler 
frequency. Thi.a short length is chosen to minimize the 
idler stored energy, and hence_the idler Q, in the 
interests of bandwidth. T:he next choke ro·rms a resonarte:e· 
with the diode anq. the loading of the idler choke at the 
.· 7 p-ump frequency, to facilitate the transfer of pump power 
:to the diode. The signal circuit is tuned with external 
st.ubs, the signal being fed through the upper fitting 
:in· 'Figure 8 by means. of a circulator. 
Pump powe'.r is· coupled, int.o the cavit;y c·apac.it·.iv~.1-y·, 
-at a pump-voltage antinode. 
The diode, being mounted at a ·1ow impedance point, 
.is ~ssentially current operated. This i~ ~essary, ~ 
. 
··as the low impedance of the diode to pump frequency 
:1 
/~ . l, 
),', 
({',, 
/,'., 
40 
precrludes mounting at a voltage antinode. As no provision 
. 
, has been made for biasing, it -will be. nec~ssary to use' a 
biasing tee, as if ~ften done with trav~ling-wave J~es ~ , 
to bias theq4elix. Such a device has the equivalent 
' circuit shown in Figure 9, and.is inserted directly into 
DC Input 
1 
choke. 
_r-< DC/RF Output 
(:-} 
Fi·gure 9. Equivalent circuit biasing tee. 
-the. coaxial sig~ral circuit. The effect on amplifier 
_l?·f3rformance is minim.al.,- p··r:ovi4e.:d. a ·unit with low VSWR 
:±s used. 
As presented, the amplifier is notable for its 
mechanical and electrical simplicity. It has three 
f_eatures, however, which may lead to later trouble: 
1) Because of its mechanical arrangement, tuning 
.i_s dif't·i-cul t. This. c-.ould be remedied with a trombone 
:c,e-nt·:er conductor_, b.trt doing so adds contact and mechan-
:i.c:·a·l ·support problems. 
J 
:-2) Due to the low impedanc_e: seen by the external 
.. 
.. 
1-
0 
-x, 
. .\ 
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signa·l circuit, pa~ticular' <}are may have to be taken in 
mat6hing this device to the ~enerator~ 
3) By the very·· nature of the cavities; it·. i.:S: · 
J. ' • 
,.;, 
·p·o .. $)·lt·t:l·e· for odd-order intermodulation prod~ct:S ·to- ·b·~-
p.:r·esent¢d to the diode. This should not be a. :.$erious 
•" 
pt·:oJ:rl._ein pr_ovideQ. the signal level i.~: muc:ll P~-low the 
. '. 
-puin.p. leye-1,. a.-s :_i-s 1.1sually tr\le'. 
:T.he·r.e- was: a: a.e.f.ini_te .re.·as.on for c--hoo·s·i.ng t::he s:Lgnal 
:r·req:ue;ncy suc·h th:at n·o·.n:e: o·f ·.w 1 .,_. .w 2_,: ·o:r :c.0·3 i·s: b.ar:moni-
,c:ally· r-_e.:late·d·; t.h-at J):e:_ing- t.h.at: it ·is ·pos·s.:ibl:e: t.o· c·ouple' 
.. - ' 
co·nside.r:abl_e :n·oi.se :i,nt:"o the ·ci.-rc-uit fr:oxn the: pump. b:y 
:me-ans of :s-ubharm:onics· i_·f t:he t.hree f:requ·enc·i:e·s. a.re. ha:r--
. 
·manically r.elated. This. -is .no·t an unnecessary prec-aut:i.on,: 
.... 
for there ·is conside·rab:le: no·ise in the pump circuit 
generat.~d by ,th.e re.-.fle~ ~lystron used as a. source. An 
· ~:nci_,o.ental b·en,e.f.i.t: of such a f:requ:ency choice is that 
.. 
·the·re:· i·s .-n:e.v·er- :any doubt as to. whether it is, r·or e·xample, 
t·he: idle:r rr·eq_11-et1ey or· the s.eeond harmonic of· the .·s:ig11al. 
fr'etru:enc··y· that is 1?eit,1g m·eas~·re.d. 
2. The Diode 
The diode use.d 'i·n this amplifi.e:r is: .ootre: .of: a ·s:eries 
of Western Electric microwave di.ode·s kt:ndly s11:pplied by 
:, . 
that organization. It has a ¢:·u·toff freqµ.~·p.-c·y of .160 gc., 
zero bias capacitance of O: •. Efi04 pf., and a ~:everse break-
down (10 /Aa.) of 19 ·vo:its-. Little else is known about 
the diode, but not much <:lth·er inf.ormation is .actu_ally 
-~ 
,-. ----·~;-· __________ .. _, ___ ....... 
w 
·' 
" 
required. 
• 
From., o.ur knowledge or cutoff frequency, the ,Stiatd.c· 
.. 
Q is re~dily determined·:: 
WC Qo ·~ - 40 • 
wl 
Similarly, the value of R8 can·be found from the defini-
tion of wc: 
R 1 s = _w_c_c_o_ 
Fr·om the above results, 
diode. 
1.65 ohms. 
this appears tr.o.: be a. ve:py· :go·.od 
.. , 
It.-·· ·is ne·:c·essa~y to know the approximate c-:a.p.:_a·c:.i·t.art,~}·$. 
v·ariat:i_c)'.n in .a.dvanc.e, both· to allo.w the appro:xima.t·e· . 
. c·.tivit·y:· :lo~rding· to be evaluated, and to ·pe.:rmi.t :a. rough 
.... 
,..,,,, 
eiva.:.L-u.~tt:ion_ of Q1 • 'We do not. know anything in detail 
'about t·he diode structure or doping, but we· can fairly 
safely assume this junction to be of the (liffu.sed t;ype16, 
which yi.·e,l:d.s ,a. c .. apaci tance variation ot· th:e. fo·rID. 
C 
' 1 -
~ 
where V· is the ,-·j·unction contact. P.·- ote.nti:al. This a:1s.o 0 
is unknown, but for re:a:s:·onab-ly :doped junction dio-des., 
it is safe to assumei a value of about 0.7 volts16 • With 
t.his. ~s:.sump:ti·on fo1:' v6, we can p·lot the capacitance of 
the junction as a fU.p.Ction of voltage fFigure 1oi. 
Al though this c·urve is ·not exact, it .is a very good 
.. . 
approximation, even for other ·value.a of V 0 ·• The· d·iode 
/ 
., 
... 'I 
., 
·, . 
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.. 
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.. 
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' ,, 
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'C, 
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, 
capaci tarice could, o,f :course, be measured, but the mathe-
.. 
- . -
m~tical approximat·io;n .. :Ls likely to:) be more accurate due 
-
to--·-the fact that stray capacitances in measuring are 
li.ke:,ly, to be of the same o·rder ·o'f magnitude/""' as the diode. 
- . 'i,f" 
cap·acit·an.c·e, unless a very accurate high frequency bridg·~.-
·. 
\_ ~. y- ·--. 
From. F-i::gur,e 9, we s:e:e ·t:tia.t t:he: ·t·ot-.al :·capacitance 
va.riat.ion :from s·l·i_ght forward bias t·o r:eve.rse breakdown: 
bi--a·s: i·s .. st1ch .as. to- mek·e '6 very large,:, J>e::rhaps: even 
gr.eater than unity. It is, thereftire, ••a.; te-~_$onab·le· 
• • f 
... 
a_s·sumpti·on ·that ~ will at .l.east -eq\l_al ·o. 5:, :~d tn. th.at: 
·,:/-
·c.as·e.we see that \. 
f"tJ ~. 
Ql = J4Qo ~ 10· •. 
·r_t thus.: .appears that thi's· diode wi·1:.1 b.e: suitab.1.e· :f·o.·r ·use, 
in. t:he parametric amplifier. 
,t 
I 
I 
I 
d .. 5 
Fi,gµre 10. N6rmalized cap_~¢i.tance. variat.iori: 
:o:·-.f .a diffused junction.: 
Constructional Details 
"\ 
.. 
Al though mos·t of the amplifier :con.struc·tio-rt ·is 
' 
.straightforward, there are a few t~ings worthy ·of special 
"':,· 
. : •• ~: ... - ,·-·- ,. ···-- -
~-; 
I 
~ 
.. • 
·~. 
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note. 
A • '\ 
The dimens,ions .o·f the coaxial li·ne .that forms the 
V 
,,. , heart of .the amplifier were chosen to give a nominal 50 
ohm line impedance, at ·the sam.e time presenting a minimum 
I 
mechanical" discontinuity to t:yp:e .N coaxial connectors. 
-Th_e type N connector.$ were selected becaus_e of. their 
crot1stant impedance and low VSWR characte:.ri:st,-ic.s :at.·the 
s·ignc;3.l fr·e,quency. It being· desirable to'. use- -as many 
s·tandard s.izes of tub,i·ng as.: po-ssible, tne. _·dime·D;si·on$ 
were finall.y_ chosep._ :to be .-250 inches fo.r the· i-nner 
diameter o __ f :the s:;L.eeve: ;and .110 inches diameter for· tJ1_e 
-inn.e'r c:on:d:u-c.:-tt,r· .dtame-te:r. (The latter is stands.rd. #3.5 
b:r.,as.s: dril-1. rod);.. -B:ot:~ tAe$_,e sizes are fo.-und fr·o:m ·t:he . 
. f:afili.liar .eq.uat.ion r·or a·ir dielectric c-<>-~~:i-,a:l lin,e· 
z .. · . :::· .:6 .. ·o· . ln 0 . . . douter d. inner • 
Note that be.cause the coaxial li·ne: in the .amp:l·i;f_i'.er 
is air dielec·trfc, the li.ne and fre~, space waveler+gt·hs 
are ident·i.cal, given by 
A= 300 f (64) 
whe,re ·A: is wavelength i:n meters, and :f i·s. ,f:ite.quency· 
in. ntegacycles. 
The radial c:h.Q'ke:~- used. for t'he: pump and idler 
. frequencie-s. pr·es.¢_nt some practical design problems, 
beca~se their impedance va~ies as a complex function of· 
Be.s.sel Functions. For ·t:his reason, they may not simply' 
-. 
~) 
.,· 
-·-· 
.\ 
·.-~: 
·.~. 
I 
• 
. ---·~··•··,W. ,---·~.r ·<>• ... _. ·-'~···--.,.-..... _ ... ,, .... 1,. .. - .. .,. '• ..... _, .... -..". '• ~--,· ·-· •• , • "' •••• 
<··o:.e chosen as a quarter~wavelength long at the desired 
.resonance frequency. From basic· r·ield considerations, 
.. . 
it is possible to show that for a radial -line· whose 
load impedance is zero15: 
sin(Qi QL) . .• - (65)· z . .... jZ . .. ~ QL) . . .· . 1 01 cos(ri 
-
w_h·ere 
Q(kr) tan-l N0 (kr) - J 0 (kr) -
... 
(kr) tan -1 
J 1(kr) 
-
-N1(kr) --
+ Nf (kr) 
k = w/ c for a-i .. :r· dielectric 
w:P..e;r;e the quantities a:r~: 
.. 
'Z:i = input imp~_d·aD.ce .. of ·radi:.:al line 
-~ 
r --= ·-ritdius :bf :l.i.ne ,. n1eas.ur-e·d f.r:cftn :(}!enter of inner·-
-c .. ondu·ctor o.·f c9ax. (See ·F:ig-ur·e 11·) 
.J -=· Besse.l fu·nction· of :the· first kind .. .. ' . . .. .. . .-.. . . . .. ' . 
N = Be·s.s.el funct.ion- :of the.- second kind 
•. 
c =: veloc.i ty o:f 1-ight 
·"1_ = 377 ohmos: .f·or air .qr v·acuum. 
The subscript·s .. i and ·r, d:e·po·-e~. -a quantity eval:ila·t:.e.-d ·a;t.: :,~i. 
or'--rL respectively. 
It is obvious that (65) will become infinite --
t-iie desired condition for operation as a choke ---· when 
· t° (kri) - Q(kr1 ) = ! {- (66) 
. ., 
'i;, 
... 
. : 
'1 ' 
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It can be shown, that only the negative sign o.n.·'the right 
hand term yields a valid solution, thus 
I 
--.. 
i 
... 
Figure-ii. Me·thod of. measuring.: f: .r·o.r· 
radial line· calculations. 
·Having estci:blished the above cond·ition, the 
-~ -d.e-t-e··rmination_ of the chote .length is reduced to a_· .matt:e.-r 
·o.f·· ·C:al.c·ulation, which w·e record in a stepwise fa>shion: 
:-.. 
~) Evaluate k and ti from Equations (65) , 
u.t-f·lt .. z.·ing tables of Bessel functions16 'l 7. .. .., 
b.) D·e·te·rmine o1 from Equation (:67). 
c) Substitute the value obtained for G1 in 
t:h·e: definition of OL, which will yie .. l·d an equation o.f 
th.e form 
(tan Q )J (.-_kr ... _): = .. N :(_.k·r •. '' L o. · .... L-·· o · 1.1 (:E,8). 
-~qu.a·t-i .. on ( 68) must be :so.l.v.ed g'.r.~pni:c:,all:y ,: by ·Cilio·o ein'.g: 
.. 
,ra·1;u·e·.-s for kr1 , determining the. a:ss·oc.iated. Be.·sse:l 
fun.c.tions, Gand plotting. · 
... 
The application of the .a.b.oiv·e pr:o.cEtdure. yie:lds, r·cfr 
' , 
the choke lengths 
(rL - r 1)pump = 0.820 cm. 
'· 
~-------.-., ..... ,,,.,..s. ~..,..,..,....~~~-!1!111111 .. :Cllll!l!llii ...111!1!1!!! .. Ll! IIIIIIII.JJ &!W!USl!ll!I!! . .B. ll!!!l!!-.-.. lll!ll,LLll'-l!LL!lll!l!l!!I ... JRIUU!l!!!!!!IILJl!l!!!ll!l .......... 1111111...... .. ---------1111111!1111111! ____111111_ ..... !I.II ... .. 1!1111 .... -~-_ .. __ Ill_ .... ~--.. 111 ... 11111111111_ "-'···-... ~-.. - -~----l!l!tll! ........ 11!1.J . ... -
-
,.·4.7·.-·:. 
: .. ·
Cr1 - r 1):idler·= 1.229 cm. 
( Equation (65) gives the input impedance of the choke 
. at any frequency, provided k :t·s evaluated for the desired 
value of u-). The impedance of the chokes and the diode 
constitutes v'irtually all of the· reactive cavity loading. 
_Using a Smith, Chart, these impedances ·are readily trans-
ferred to a s.ing'.le ·plane, and the cavity lengths may be 
-directly caleul·at:ed with the known loading. 
4. Pump Power Source 
As mentioned previously, the pr'imary reason f.o·r- th-e-
choice of the pump frequency was th·e ,a.vailabili ty .o-f· 
'8. 
X-band waveguide and equipment. It 'is obvious f'rom 
·Fig~re 8, however, that the pump signal is fed .. in eoaxiall_y;; 
< 
·t~e coupling being just outside the end of· the idleP 
cavity. This manner of injection requi:re,s a waveguide-
to-coaxi.a-1 a·d.apter, which was built in :t:he usual manner--, 
as shq-WP. -1·n ·r:ig:ure 12. The, adapt.er: us_e,d ha~ a: ,meas:.ur·e·d 
insertion ·1oss~of 3.3 db. 
._ .. •, , . 
. . 
It: is: i11t·er~st:ing that. this type 6f ·pump in:jec·ti-c>:n 
_e:-l.1.mi·nate-s t·,h.e tie·.e,d for a ·ff.lter·- ·in t:tre pu-mp· circ-ui-t to 
_re·_j·e·c·t th·e s·ig~c;_l .and i.dl:e·r frequ~~cies. This· i·:s s.o 
;in the:, C:ciS-e 0 of ·th·e idler because the pump injection is 
:out·side the i.dler cavity, and only very· small fringing 
r·ields of w 2 exist at the injection port. Likewise, 
signal energy cannot flow out of the. -amplifier by way of 
-~ 
~--=.·._,~, ... -•tM4tll!l!l!l!l1X!lX-.&i&IJ!!!!llll!,i11!iii!:lm.'IWWW1'~.,,.,.~1•,··:,.,~•.7.::7",1,.,.,.,.=:""'."~,. .... "".'"""°", ..... -
.
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.... _. "'· 
'reflon 
spacers 
I . . ': · __ .: . . . . 
:F.igure 12. Cross-secti.ona·1 view of pump 
~oupling adapter. 
\' 
t.·he pump because signals at w 1 are well. below the c~t:.of.f 
of X-band wavegµ:ide •: 
A diagram o-f t-h~ pump -so:U·re··e i:s shown in -Figu-r:·e 13., 
A. Varian X-13 refl_-eJC; .. klyst·rop. :is us-ed as· it ha·s :been 
-f.oun-d to demonstrate: ·exc.ellent fre::qu·er1-c.y ·stab:i_.l-it·y and 
r·apid t:'herm.al $ta.bilization. It is.- c.apa.~1-e ·o-! .d.el.-ivering: 
.• . 
about 90. ·.m.il_.li .. wa.t·ts to a matched load at 12 gc., but 
b·ecause of t_he co:axial adapter losse.·s:, the availabl:e· ·pµ.µil?· 
power is o:n the- or·ae:r- of 42 mw. 
Pump 011tput 
X-13 
Figure 13. Pu~p .... fre,iuency source. 
.: 
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5. Signal Source and Detection 
Several p,ossibilities exist in the laborato,ry for 
the generation of a signal at 3. 95 gc ·• They are: 
. 
,4,:,9.:·. 
,.· :··: .. 
a) Alfred Electronics Microwave Sweep Oscillator 
-with S-band head. (This device also has a power leveler 
and X-band head as ac:cessories). 
b) Western E.lectric 431A reJ:l:e,x kl._y$tron powered 
by re:gplated supply. 
c ): U.S. Army· S·i·gn.al. .C.c>.rps m9~:e:l -.p1,r12--LA:G l. st·g11aJ 
.g$ne·ra..t·or, which ha·s: ,a m:axi:mtrm :c>t1tput: o:f ab,01.rt· :4(~t,·o()Q:· 
..... 
•, 
. . .;, 
Any or a1:1. ·o:f t'::h::e:se de.v·tq~s; are availabl.e: ;~no. may 
··be used, c;epe·nding on sluitab:Lii ty. It is ,an~.icip·ated tlil;tt 
t:he sweep oscillator will be most usef·ul in bandwidth 
determinations • 
. After amplif.ication, the output sj_.g;nal will be. 
detected by either an AN/APR-4 radar r·.e,ceiver, or ·a 
Hewlett-Packard 431 Power Meter. The former method . . :f.-:e .. 
of use if the signal is of a very low· level. The 
rece-ive.r is also desir,able because :O'f its narrow b.and.-· 
width, compared to a t:}1ermi_sto.·r :aete-ctor. 
6. Summary 
., . 
-In -t;;his chapter, we have intro.du-c-.ed :the: .$.t~:p.ctu:re: 
. 
•. and theory. of the amplifier to be ,e_v,Eilttcited,_ .. and ,note.d 
·, 
• 
' fl •• 
' 
. 
·t 
·t·he design p.rocedure which .-·was ~utili.zed •. · The parametric 
diode has bee.n c-hosen and roughly evaluated.. We have 
·1.,\ ... ' 
• 
.. . . ' 
' 
' ' 
., 
... 
~ \ 
-~ 
.. 50 
-·· 
·a-lso undertaken ,a de~crip,tion of the equipment used to 
produce the signals at w 1 and w3• 
H·aving thus seen th·e proposed amplifier, we shall 
proce·ed to its experimental evaluation, where the design 
assumptions will be either verified or disprove·n~ 
·, 
-~· 
, : 
:.·· \· 
.... ,. 
·""-· 
... ·~~ ...... _.,,.,~ ...... -,..,.. . . .. . . 
J 
IV. Experimental Techniques and Results 
1. Initial Adjustments 
I . " .,, 
Before. anything can b·e attempted with the amplifier, 
it is necessary that the cavities be adjusted to the 
, 
' p.roper resonant frequency. This must be done .with the 
d:iode biased, as the cavity frequency will obviously be 
changed if ·the· reactance of the diode changes. The bias 
may be introduced through biasing. tee, as shown in 
.. 
Figure 9, and tl1e cavity resonance .. may be detected by 
t' • 
injecting pump frequency power into the signal input .. 
and-measuring the ratio of forward to reflected power. 
As the chokes are not perfect, some power will couple 
into the cavity, and a decrease in ··reflected power is 
·to b·e· expected at the reso.nant. fre:qu.e:nC:Y of the cavity. 
Using point-by-point .nte:thcrd:s:.,:~ the· above procedure 
. ~ 
would be most time consuming; ho~ever, with the sweep 
.f.\r·e9.u.enc:r me:·thod o:f Figure 14, it becomes .. qtitte rapid. 
Tb;e s,i_gl'.l,al gep.eJ:',a,tor has an X-band heaci a11d t}iis is used c.f 
:in. co·nJ·unct.ion. with the power level·e.r to obtain an 
... ' 
·, 
ess.Eint:ially f'lat power output over any range of fre·"<:lll·e.n·~ 
.ci:e.·s -- it is possible to sweep the ·entire X-band if 
n.e··ce·ssary. 
) Because of the d:ire·eti.on.al ccrup·1-e·rs, the DC 
voltage output of CR:1: .an,d CR2: is, proportional· to forward 
power, while that ·o·r· CR:,· is pr?po.rtional to reflected 
power. The oµtpUt of CR1 serves as the sensor for 
) 
·, I 
'· 
/ 
'-?-,;;cd 
:.'( 
,· 
... 
'i, 
Swept 
X-band 
generato 
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Figure 14. Experimental arrangment· ro·r 
setting cavities to resonance. 
.• 
forward power, which is amplified and a.pp:li.ed to the 
. . 
,. 
sweep generator as an. error signal to ·maint.a:j~n constant 
power output. The .other two outputs .are displayed 
simultaneously on t~e o.ual trace osci1lo·s·cope. The 
absorption frequency of th.e w·avemeter is easily seen on 
the refleqt_-eq. power curv.e, thus making it a simple matter 
to· ·1:ocat.:e accurately th:e· ·r:e'.·s.onance of the cavity. 
Due to the: e::xcellent· o_peration of ·the leveler, it 
' 
·oe:c-ame nece.ssary to mop.itor only the reflected power 
t;.race. This was cl-o.s$ly Stu.died by using a 5 inilli volt 
-
~. 
. per centi'meter a·c couple·d oscilloscope plugin. When 
4 
the X-band was ·swept, resonances were detected near 8· 
.. \. . 
• I 
' 
-~ . 
. . 
,, 
•· 
... 
. \ 
• I 
and 11.9 gc;.,.which can be recognized as.the idler and 
. pump resonanc"'es, respectively. · A third resonance near 
\ 
11 gc. was found to be caused by an internal ·absorption 
'.'. ·1n the biasing tee. 
By varying the lengt-h ·of the cavity, the pump 
··, 
r.e.sonance was adjusted to 12.0 gc. at -10 volts bias • 
12.0 
11.9 
(gc) 
I 
-10 v. 
, __ _...,_, __ .,_, --+-1 __ ,..., V -., 
Figure 15. Cavity absorption frequency 
as a function of diode bias. 
.. 
The results of Figure 1~ are obtained by accurately 
roeasuring the frequency o.+ the reflected power minima 
with the wavemeter and t:he ·oscilloscope. This is 
'.\ 
·\ 
necessarJ ____ 9Ecause the inertia o·f th·e recorder pen. pr·e.v:ents. 
it .. f:r.om responding accu_rately to ·:t.:he· shc;r-p .absor_p.t:io·n 
p.atte .. rn :pf the wavemeter. 
One disturbing fact was n9·t,ed ·~he·n the precedi.ng: 
.,. :p-lots were taken.:. the .. :8 _gc:... ~.e:sonance appeared very 
-, 
·wide and, n.onurii.f:o·rm,. e.xtendt-~g: oy~r, n·e,arly 300 .me·.-·g.ac:ycl·e .. ~··. 
Whi·ie part: of ·thi·s m:ay· ·b~ due t·o t:he: vsw: .of ·t·he biasing 
t'ee-,. at le:.a·.st s·ome t:rf it i$. o.e-tin:it.-ely: ca.used by the 
:amplifier,. ·~s c.·o.trfiriri.ed by vary·ing :di.ode. bias. Many 
. . . 
po·s.s.ibi'lit,·i~s for 11n4.e.sired .re·sonances exist, and these, 
could complicat·e t:he amplific.at:ion picture • 
.. 
. 
With the cavity resonances adju~ted, al.l. -is ·in 
readiness f·or t.he final adjustment of t)J.e. s.igna:1 ·c.:irc·u:its. 
., 
.• '>, 
. . 
,;.. 
·, 
·/ ,,,. 
:. ~ . .. 
-~-
·.;. 
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2. ·Passive Measurements 
i On~ of the primary problems encount~red with the 
parametric amplifier is the multiplicity of adjustments 
I. 
which must be made in pra~tice in order to optimize the 
. performance of the device. To further complicate matters, 
.-many of these adjustments interlock, and the simultaneous 
optimization of both the signal and pump circuits can 
, I . 
easily become a task bordering on the imposs·ible·. For 
this reason, a method of optimizing the 8:mplifier perfor-· 
mance by relatively simple means is highly desirable in 
practical use of the device. 
In the field of,microwave tubes, the so-called "cold" 
test is very useful in setting up a device for optimum 
performa,nce·. Kurokawa has recently shown19 that a similar 
p·rocedure i·s usable with th.e ·p~i"ram.e:tr,ic ~mpli~:ie:r, 
allowing t-he n.oise figure. to ·be. ·very accurat·e··ly ·pr.e·d.i,C:t:.ed 
bef.ore the· pump is even tur.ned on. The p·r·ocess aI·so 
_gi:ves order o:f· m:agnitude: r:esul ts for anip·lifi-e·r· g·a.·in. The 
cold test is b_o·th 9:iJ:opl_e,r. and more acx:urate: th-an the 
·tr:ial and .e:rrt,r· m,et·hod, ·and will reve:al,, :-in aa:-dition, 
whe:t·h,er ·or not the diode .. in use has signific:ant parallel 
1.· ·ak· · .. · .. ·· .conductance.· .e:.·· age If t:hi:S OCCUI;'S' noise. f~gure 
.o.pt·imization is very nearly i·mpossible, and a better 
·d.-i:-oo.e should b:e u·sed. ) 
The fact t_h;at such cold m.easurements can be. made 
A 
hinges on the. derivation cff noise figure which showed 
r,,I 
that F dep·:e"Iids very strong:ly on Q1 • From: th:·is we can 
\ 
f' 
.. 
, determine· optimum values of R8 /Rg and R8 /Rr,, essenti.a.lly 
} 
.,.,, 
b.y measuring the impedance locus at the "signal port of ~ 
,. 
the .param'etric · amplifier. We will not attempt to derive 
Kurokawa's mathematical results, but we will show through 
plausibility arguments how the·'·cold test works. 
It can easily be seen by inspection of the equivalent 
circuit (Figure 5) ... of the amplifier that its input imped-
ance consists of a constant-valued r:esisti ve part, plus 
a reactive part which varies with the bias applied to t·he 
diode, due to the change in di .. o.de capacitance with bias. 
It: follows, then, that if a .P·lot were made of the imped-
ance locus of the input as a .function of diode bias 
:", vo··:1,t.age, ·the locus would ma.p onto a co·nstant resist.anq·:e 
¢i.rc·l·e' of ·t:he Smith Chart., .. as::sumi·ng ::p·roper cho·i .. c:e .. of ·a: 
'l' 
..... 
t-eference plane. 
diode is op·e .. r.c3.t"e·d· on ·t'h.e constant·, curr$.nt section o:f it's .. 
reverse characte.ristics. As the ·o_per··ating point 
app:roac:he·s·: a current;-flow condi tio·n., e,.ith·e·r forward or 
'r.ever.se· ., :a significant parallel con·d.uctance appears 
.. 
~c.ro .. s.s. th~ terminals o·f the o.i:o,d·e: ·.e·qui valent circuit.~ 
~. . 
·-: A:s .. this conductance -- and to .some· extent, the valtt$· .o·f 
R8 ~- v~ries with bias voltagythe assumption· of con-
stant re·sistance .is inv.alidated, and t:he mapping will not: 
lie on such a ti~cle in the Smith Chart~ A radical de~ 
parture of ·tne :Locus .1irom a constani" resistance circle for 
···:~7,; 
) 
·~ 
. 
_; ~ 
!-
:; 
1: 
) . 
JI. 
Y. •. 
~-
:, 
". 
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.)· 
; . 
a,11 reference plane ,c·h<iic,es: _::i_·s indi.ca_tive· of a poor diode, 
whi.ch should be replaee·d. b·.et\ore further work is attempted. 
' Experiment.ally, the locus is plotted using an arbi-
trary reference plane. This circle is then·rotated about 
the center of the Smith Chart until it fits a constant. 
res1:·stance circle. This determines the reference plane, 
-and, t.he -point where the loc·us crosses the real axis of 
.. 
th-e Chart gives Rs'\ if t.he locus is circular. It is 
desirable that the locus be symmetrical about the real 
axis, as this implies no net reactance is added to the 
input circuit by the diode. Kurokawa shows19 this 
symmetry to be a necessary (but not sufficient) condi::ti.o:n: 
for optimum noise ;perf.orm·:an·ce .• 
~ 
·, 
.The :diode dynamic ... q-ualit,y f·actor, Q1 , c.an b·e ,de·f .. in:e.d 
in a :form equivalent to: E:quation (61) in somewhat- diff-er:--
.e-nt term.s· 
. . 
. . . . ' 
.. 
' which allio·w .. i . .-t.s ·.c·alc-ti-lation from the ,i.mpedanc·e 
/"..,; 1 
Ql_ = w (2K1 )R8 
Total reactance variation 
4R8 
-
-
21:lX 
4R 
s 
{:6:.9:) 
, . wllere K1 is defined by· the series 
1 
C(t) 
1 
-
- K· 
.. 0 
cos w3 t + ••• • 
,• . 
· /::iX can be found from the impedance locus,: ·1 t being 
.. 
simply the change in reactance. observed from one end of 
,· ~ 
the loc·u.s to the other as the bias is varied. 
} 
\ 
·) 
• 
\ 
.. 
. ' 
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.. 
-We now have all the information necessary to evaluate 
< .• 
. . 
the noise performance of the amplifier. In addition, 
... 
' 
. 
Kurokalfa s.tates that · for -optimum gain, the impedance 
locus (if fit is symmetrical) should cut.·the straight 
lines formed on the- Smith Chart 'by connecting the points 
J 
( oo , j cO ) and ( 0, :t j 2) • · 
Kurokawa and Uenohar·a have shown12 that the minimum 
"' 
noise condition is given by 
1 
-
-
R8 /RL • cO 
Usi-_ng_ ('69) , ( 70a) may be rewritten 
,...,. 
AX 2Ql 
= R ,._ ,,.., 
·7 g Q1Q2-l 
·"\,.., 
;c,., 
-~· 
' .: 
( 
.
. ···. ·.· ·.·_ .. ) : _:7Qb···. 
The noise figure may :n.o·w- b:·,e: d-:e:t.e·rm·i-tied froc1n ·t-he 
n,om,ograp:h in Ref e.rence (12), 1 o.r by substituting ( 69) apd 
(71.) ·in.to t·}J.e: :noise. figure equation: 
.F . . :·;:: 1 + 
m1.n 
Td/T g 
• 
(Equation (72:)~:i,-s merely a restatement of (63) without ·the 
assumption of optimized i:dl.e·r frequency). The substi tu-
tion yields. 
- F = ,1 + : .-, . 
w1 R 1 + (1 + ~) 
<..u2 · s 
(7:3:) 
• I 
' .. ~ .. 
where R/Rs is read from the Smith Chart as.IiO'ted earlier. 
This result appl-ies strictly .o,n,ly if the loc·u$ meets the 
' 
.. 
··•·· 
•I 
• 
6onditions of (~8b), but this condition wtll generally 
obtain at large £ain. 
... 
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To measure the· locus on. our_ amplifier, the experi~· 
ment-al arrangement of Figt2re- 16 was used. The two 
double-stub tuners were found necessary for easy adjust-
.ment of· input impedance. One would probably have 
... su.fficed, but the .adjustment is highly critical. 
4 gc ----1...,.Slotted 
input Line 
Calibrated: -
Crystal Micrro-
oltmete 
•• as-
,Figure 16. Experimental arrangment to 
~e:asure impedance locus of parametric 
amplifier. 
-
-
pl., 
... · ., 
VTVM 
The impedance lo.cu.:s. of t·he device is plotted in 
Figure 17. From this plo.t, it is seen th.at 
a· 
~ o •. 85: 
from which Equation (71) give$ t .. he: :expected noise t.i·gµr~. 
F ~ 4.4 db. 
'l':his :is .:not a particularly go.o.:d noi=se f.i .. g1.rre. :for a 
p·ara11te·tric amplifier, but it i.s quit·.e competitive with 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. el.e.c·.tt'on tube devices ·at t·h:e .. s.e,, fre.quencies. The theoret--
' 
:i.cal _. . . • of • figure for the frequencies used .minimum noise 
..i.i. 
. • ' # 6 • Q-
c·.an. :be shown to be about 2.5 db. 
.~ 
•··•• •/ •·s- ••·•. ,--•·r,- r • ···•-• ··••· -•· • • '"'' '""" • -•, • "·•· • 
' 
. ;,· 
........ 
.. 
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· .. Part ·or the locus is seen -to depart rathe_r .Jliar'kedly 
.from the O. 85 resistance c'ircle for high reverse bias. 
It app_ears this 1is due.· to increased current flow· through 
the diode, as mentioned ·earlier. The noise ·figure will 
I 
suffer as a result of this effect, and also due to the 
net reactance added to: the -input by the ·dioq~,- · ~s seen 
by· the asymmetry of the locus. 
We shall shortly compare this prediction with our 
observations. 
Amplifier Gain "~ ..•. 
In order to measure the amplifier gain, the config-
uration of Figure 18 is used. 
Signal....__. 
Sour~e 
APR-4 
,. 
Double~stub Tuner~ 
, >, 
' 
L.P. 
Filte 
Recvr·. 
...,.__ __ _ 
:~ i -
-
F·igure 18. The ope-rating p.~r.~e,t:ric 
~p.lifier. 
Variable 
Pump owe:rr 
'·,; 
The lack of an S-band wavemeter is a disti·n_c:t. dis.::· 
. -,.-. 
advantage her~-, but this piece of equipment did. :n.ot· arr.ive· 
· as scheduled,.· ·In .its stead, the dial· calibrati·on of the 
.APR-4 te.c·e·iv.:er ·t-s \used;- t:h-i:s has .. b·e:~Ii :ch·e·c-ked with a 
I 
~ . 
....... 
. 
t.., 
• • 
-··•,, L -, •• •--v~ .- •... ,., -···" --,- ~-· - , ., ,. ~" ••c~',._..~-~ .n_.·,.<i.'I ,,.,.,., ... \,,..,,, ,..,.._,,., .• ~ •.. ~,,. '' • \ 
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•· l transfer oscillator and found to be accurate -within 
.. 
... 
approximately -:!: 5 megacycles. This accuracy is impli-ed . 
. in_·the later report~·of measur~ments. 
.,. 
With the signal gener~tor turned off, but not dis-
connected; the loap.ed amplifier exhibits a very strong 
oscillation at 3.955 gc. The pump attenuator.provides a 
. ~.· 
smooth regeneration control, allowing the threshold to 
be very closely approached. 
S~veral·methods of determining gain were tried, but 
the broadband methods- were inadequate because of the 
high harmonic output of the signal source. The method 
used was to adjust the si:gnal level to bring the ampli.rier: 
,output to a: convehient r.e·,f·e:rence poin.t on the -APR-4 
i;net-.e.r<;._ then disconnect the ampl:i.:f:ie+? .f:r.o:m the receiver 
arid: ,r.e:place it· :by -t'he signal gener-ator_, .. :r\eadjusting. the· 
a.t·tenu:ato·r· .t·o ~chieve the saine: refere·nce lev~l. The 
:d_iffe-renc~ ·±n a-t,ten.-uat.or·~s:_e:·tt.ings _e:quals t-he amplifier· 
•· 
·ga.:in .•. 
Using this system at 3.955 gc., maximum gain of 
4.8 db. was observed with a positive di6de bias of Qj18 
volts. It was observed that maximum :gain occurre:_a · 
with zero or slight .positive bias voI:tages. Thi_s_ is in 
ti, 
accordance with the results observed by Uenohara7, and 
\ 
· appears--to be, due t_o the large capacitance variation 
availabl¢ on,the portion of the curve between zero·volt~ 
' 
and the· cont·ac-t potential. 
., 
,, J-
.-. 
:r:;- ... 
.,. 
.1 .·'' 
.,;, 
\ 
'l 
:I 
I 
I 
I ; 
' 
\. 
... 
1 
l ( 
,i 
,· 
; -~-
\ 
. '\, 
' ·4. Conclusions .and Comments 
It will be noted that no data on bandwidth or.· 
measured noise figure have been-presented. This is ~ue 
to the fact that the necessary measuring eq~ipment for 
the determination of these factors has not arrived. This 
is indeed unfortunate; however, in the matter of noise 
!igure·, the predicte.ci value generally is within 0.5 db. 
· of the measured value19, and thus it seems safe to assume 
• \ 
a maximum noise figure of 5 db. for the amplifier.··· 
~ 
,' The bandwidth of this device is, by qualitative 
observation, very narrow. No equipment capable of 
m.e .. asuring fre·qu:epqy accurately in . this r~ge i-.s ··p:re.·se.ntl:Y 
,ava..:ilable, ·bµt, .fJ'Oin· observation of rece.iver out·put wit:~ 
·' v-arying input frequency·., the bandwidth appe .. ·ar-s to,., be ri.o 
more than. a few megacycles a.t 'maximum ·g:ai-n.. (This Inethod 
\ 
·• is-. permissible because of the wide b.an·dwi·dth of the APR-4 
:receiver). 
'. 
:d.~·m.onstr·ate.d,.. as evidenced ·by th;e o.bs·erv:ed ga·-i,n. This 
, 
w.a:s o.:ur m·a.in ob·jecti ve. I-t is obvious ·that further 
. i 
opt·i.mi-zat.i·on. is -~equired, however, and it ·s~eems apparent 
J 
" 
,tl;l.at the ·primary p·Iac:e. r·or this is in- t'·h.e: signal circuit,. 
where an improved met.hod 0£ matchtI:tg ·"t·he: diode is ~equired • 
I 
.... This could take tl1.e ·rorm of a ·r.es·o .. nant·· ci·rcui t, cap·able 
of providing .s .. uff:icient overcoupling fo:r the· diode to . 
.. ~ 
lower the noi.se figure py moving· ·t.he impedance lo.cus- t.o· 
~ . 
1' 
.,~- ,/ •. r,i-,,.-..;.,. ~:,.,,, .... ,-- ·, ' ... ,. •. 
,. 
;.:. 
·., 
. ,. 
• 
. ... 
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' a larg~r constant r-e.sistance circle. 
" "'. 
. 
, In· ~ddition, greater gain·could be achieved._by 
increa·sing pump power, which requires that the loss-es-- 'in 
. 
. the waveguide to coaxial adapter be reduced. This co,ild. 
,"!. 
most easily be effected by decreasing t-1').e length of the 
coupling line. If this can be done, increase . . no 1n 
klystron output should be required. " 
For • adjust-ing- the device to resonance, it ease.~ in . ! 
now seems desirable to add a variable capacitive susceptance _ 
between pump and idler chokes in the form of a screw. 
This would make the initial r_esonance adjustments easier. 
As is readily seen, much more can be done to optimize; 
the p~rf-ormanc~ ._ T·im.e does -not permit a stucly of these 
-alt·e,ra-ti,on .. s, but it ··m.ay b~-- s:t.ati~d that th-e basic ampl,,i-:f:::te.r·_ 
, 
ae·:s:ign. pre.'s_·ente.d. here s'hows pr:qni,:i,se fti·r future work. 
\ 
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